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LOAD MANAGEMENT WORKSPACE  
Make faster, more profitable decisions with one screen and fewer clicks 

Speed and accurate data are key when you’re competing to move customer freight and trying 
to get the best margins for your business. You’re faced with questions such as, What trucks are 
available? Can they meet the delivery deadline? And what’s a competitive but profitable quote? 

 3Gtms Load Management Workspace gives you a configurable, flexible and streamlined source for making fast 
and accurate decisions for your brokerage business. You can secure customers with fewer screens, fewer clicks, 
and more confidence that you’re making a profitable decision!

      One screen compiles all critical information so you get a clear and fast snapshot to inform your quote

      Configurable screens let you tailor information to each user

      Automatic feed of DAT prices

      Workflows are configurable to the way you do business

Built into our Tier 1 transportation management system, the Load Management Workspace gives you  
everything you need to make smart decisions faster and easier. 
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Key Features  
Our SaaS-based Load Management Workspace gives you more 
visibility, automation and ease than any other TMS system on the market!

Critical information on one screen 
All critical information is compiled onto one intuitive screen, including  
load cost history and available carrier capacity. No more phone calls to  
track down trucks!

Integrate with more customers, partners and systems 
The robust 3Gtms Integration Hub enables integration with customers,  
data partners, and ERP systems for greater visibility. This includes  
partners such as p44, MacroPoint and 10-4, as well as ERP providers like  
Sage, Microsoft Dynamics and many others. You also have the ability to  
upload .csv files for better visibility across your operations. 

Data sharing with carriers 
Your carrier can load their capacity into 3G-TM and it will automatically 
show up in multiple areas, including load cost history. With better visibility 
into your assets, you can more quickly respond to customers’ needs and 
maximize your capacity. 

Configurable workflows to fit your business 
Stop relying on rigid, pre-defined workflows; configure the workflows to 
fit how you want to operate.

Fast Start implementation option 
Get up and rolling in as little as two weeks! We’ll provide templates that 
are flexible to your needs and that prioritize a fast ROI, while concurrently 
implementing the full range of 3G-TM brokerage tools. 

Whether you’re offering pure brokerage services or are considering  
growing into managed services, our 3Gtms Load Management  
Workspace and the power of our Tier 1 TMS give you a complete  
solution for moving with the market’s demands and taking advantage  
of new opportunities.

Fundamentally Different 
An architecture and design distinct 
from anything else on the market.

Most Flexible 
The power to self-configure;  

unique routing concepts;  
proprietary algorithms.

Highest Satisfaction Rate 
The happiest customers and highest 

retention rate in the industry.

Available Capacity

WE ARE A DIFFERENT KIND OF TMS

Transportation execution is the glue that holds your supply chain together. Created for brokers, shippers and logistics  
service providers, our uniquely designed TMS manages all activity from planning and optimization through rate  

management, integration, execution and payment.

Load Management Workspace


